Dа! Счастливого 4 июля!
[Yes! Happy 4th of July]
THEY TRIED TO WARN US
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABDZ_lz-PDU
Jun 8, 2020

(Lost Video from 1984)

(9:40)
End Times Productions

(The gist):
Malcolm X
The White liberal is more deceitful and more hyper-critical than the conservative and perfected the art
posing as the Negroes friend and benefactor…White liberals have been able to use the Negro as a pawn
or weapon. But the American Negro became nothing but a political football and the white liberals
controlled this ball through tricks and used them as tokens of American negativity…The white liberals
have complete cooperation of the American civil rights leaders. They sell out these people for a few
crumbs of token recognition, token gain, token progress…
Yuri Bezmenov – a front for KGB, escaped to the west in 1970.
Under the term Ideological Subversion.
This is a slow process of active measure or synchronized warfare or psychological warfare– or to ‘change
the perception of reality’ with every American
to such an extent that despite the abundance of information no one is able to come to a sensible
conclusion in the interest of defending themselves, family, community, or their country. A great brain
washing process that goes very slow and is divided into four stages.
Demoralization (3:59).
It takes from (15? to 50?) years. Why that many years? Because it takes that minimum years to require
one generation of student(?) in the country that requires the ideology of the enemy. Then about three
generations without being challenged…this has been completed in the US…in the last 25 years they
would not have dreamed of this tremendous success.
Much has been done to Americans by Americans - thanks to lack of moral standards…Exposure to
information does not matter anymore. A person who is demoralized is unable to access information –
the facts ‘tell’ nothing to him. Even if I shower him with authentic proof of documents or pictures – even
if I take him by force to Soviet Union and show him concentration camps, he will refuse to believe
it…when they crash his bowl, THEN he will understand but not before that.
Destabilization (5:44)
They don’t care if you get fat on junk food, it does not matter at this time. This stage takes 3 to 5 years.
What is essential is economy, foreign relations, and defense system. The influence of Marxist/Lenist
ideas in the United States is absolutely fantastic. I could never believe it 40 years ago when I landed in
this part of the world the process would go that fast.
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Crisis (6:33)
It takes about six weeks to bring a country to the verge of crisis...And after crisis with a violent change in
the power, structure, and economy you have the last change of normality.
Normalization (6:50)
Normalization is a synical expression borrowed from propaganda…When they moved the tanks into
Czechoslovakia in ‘68, Brevnov said ”Now the situation is normalized!” This is what will happen in the
United States if you let all this ‘smuck’ to bring the country to crisis. Promise them all kinds of goodies,
to destabilize the economy, to emulate the idea of free market disposition, and to put a big brother
government in Washington, DC…like Walter Mondale…
(7:41) Your leftists in the United States, all the professors and all these beautiful civilized defenders,
they are instrumental in the process of subversion – ONLY to destabilize the nation. When their job is
completed they are not needed anymore. They know too much…When they see the process, when they
see the Lenists come to power, they will become disillusioned, they think they will come to power. That
will never happen of course. They will be lined up against the wall shot. But they may turn into the most
bitter enemies of Marxist/Lenist when they come to power. And you may remember Nicaragua…it
happened in Granada…Again in Afghanistan…same thing in Bangladesh (listen to who killed who...) it is
the same thing everywhere!
THE TIME BOMB IS TICKING. EVERY SECOND THE DISASTER IS COMING CLOSER AND CLOSER. UNLIKE
MYSELF YOU WILL HAVE NO WHERE TO DEFECT.
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